Anley Consulting is a specialist company, addressing only the specific discipline of forensic imagery analysis. Expert analysis can be carried out on a range of forensic imagery tasks, including:

**Facial Comparison:** Are the two persons compared, perpetrator and suspect, the same person?

**Clothing Comparison:** Clothing worn by a perpetrator can be compared with that of a suspect, both individually and collectively.

**Height Assessment:** By scaling imagery, the height of a perpetrator can be accurately assessed, and compared with the known height of a suspect.

**Vehicle Comparison and ID:** Is the questioned vehicle really a Ford Galaxy, or perhaps one of the lookalikes, the VW Sharan or the Seat Alhambra?

**Vehicle Registration Mark Assessment:** Poor quality imagery can significantly affect the presentation of a registration number. Expert assistance in decoding the image to determine the possible characters of a number plate.

**Miscellaneous Objects:** Most frequently, the question is whether a person seen on imagery is carrying a knife, or perhaps a handgun. But any object can be expertly assessed for what the imagery can reveal as to its nature.

**Event Analysis:** Understanding the role and actions of individuals involved in complex, dynamic activity, often imaged in only a few frames per second, can be aided by expert interpretation of the imagery.

For advice on the potential of the imagery or any queries on forensic imagery analysis, contact our Principal Consultant, David Anley.
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